Maintenance Service Plan – Helicopter Support

Get continuous financial coverage for service and repairs, while taking advantage of a worldwide authorized service center network, with Honeywell’s Maintenance Service Plan for Helicopter Support. It’s an ideal way to manage your annual maintenance budget and keep your fleet airworthy.

Our MSP for Helicopter Support takes the guesswork out of your annual budgeting process by eliminating the cost impact of unscheduled engine repair and covering replacement costs of cycle life-limited hardware, which means greater operational efficiency, enhanced helicopter resale value — and peace of mind for your helicopter operations.

Coverage includes all replacement parts, new or repaired, for both scheduled and unscheduled maintenance events, all engine off-wing maintenance labor requirements, life-limited part replacement, advanced replacement of unserviceable line replaceable units (LRU) and rental engine coverage as available.

Here’s how it works: You pay a monthly dollar amount per flight hour based on your operator’s flight profile (hours/cycles) with a minimum number of annual flight hours. The program provides web-based reporting and invoicing and all engines are immediately enrolled. Other key details include:

• No up-front program buy-in fees
• No program termination buy-out fees
• Honeywell-provided repair and overhaul service

To find out more about how Maintenance Service Plan can benefit your aircraft, contact your local Honeywell representative, or authorized service center.

Find Out More
For more information visit:
aerospace.honeywell.com/en/services/aerospace-services/maintenance-service-plan-helicopters

Upgrade to Gold!
Available for a nominal increase to the annual fee, our Maintenance Service Plan for Avionics Gold offers a host of additional coverage.

Extra benefits include:
• 24/7 road crew service for AOG’s worldwide
• Extended troubleshooting
• Counter-to-counter shipments and Saturday delivery
• No additional fees resulting from “no fault founds”
• Tech publications, pilot guides, and system description and operation manuals

MAINTENANCE SERVICE PLAN - HELICOPTERS
Making Maintenance Easy
Making Maintenance Easy.

If only everything in life was as simple as Maintenance Service Plan (MSP) from Honeywell.

Maintenance Service Plan (MSP) umbrella of offerings from Honeywell is evolving the way maintenance planning for helicopter works. Maintenance Service Plan is a maintenance solution that makes it easy for you to choose from a range of selectable coverage options, tailored to your platform and operations. MSP is designed to make it easy for you to control the unexpected and keep your aircraft where it belongs – in the sky.

How does it work?

Incorporating Honeywell Avionics Protection Plan (HAPP) and Honeywell Helicopter Support Plan (HSP), all our service offerings will now sit under the Maintenance Service Plan umbrella.

Our Maintenance Service Plan coverage options are flexible. You can choose the coverage that best meets your needs. With different subscription options, you can rest easy knowing you are benefiting from more than 40 years of expertise.

You can choose to cover your avionics or engines, and as our maintenance platform is flexible, you can choose to select just one area of coverage, a combination of cover or full coverage for all your maintenance requirements.

And, if you already have cover with us from our legacy services you will be pleased to know that everything you know and love about those plans remains the same. Same great program, same great features, same great value, just under a new name. It also means that it is now easier than ever to add another option to your level of coverage. Explore the options available to you here.

If only everything in life was as simple as Maintenance Service Plan from Honeywell.

Maintenance Service Plan – Avionics

The Honeywell Maintenance Service plan for Avionics offers full coverage for all Honeywell helicopter avionics – because the unexpected does happen. Just like for Business Aviation, MSP from Honeywell enables you to avoid unplanned maintenance costs, downtime and unnecessary stress, and keep your aircraft where it belongs – in the sky.

With fully flexible options, and a host of new features, there has never been a better time for you to talk to us about protecting your helicopter avionics. And for those of you who already have our coverage, you can rest assured that everything you know and love about our legacy programs remains the same.

But now with even more improved with options including:

- Early Enrolment (In Lieu of Warranty) – Secure a preferred rate and enjoy the benefits of your Maintenance Service Plan before your factory warranty expires
- Consigned Inventory – For even faster turnaround times – Flyaway and onsite kits can be held at your location for immediate access to critical components and exchange units

Highlights of Maintenance Service Plan

- Flexible and customizable to your maintenance needs for your platform
- Selectable options enable you to choose the level of cover that is right for you, across a wide range of service capabilities
- Enables financial predictability and eliminates unexpected repair/exchange costs
- Minimizes operational disruption from unplanned maintenance events
- Maximizes aircraft dispatch availability
- Cost-efficient solution to maintaining assets
- Maximizes aircraft dispatch availability
- Proven pedigree of expert support – well recognized across the industry
- Protects your investment, increases the value of your aircraft with genuine Honeywell parts
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